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Sammanfattning 

 

HCCI förbränningsmotorer kan ge hög verkningsgrad med låga NOx-utsläpp jämfört 
med SI och CI-motorer på grund av sin magra förbränning, högt 
kompressionsförhållande och låg förbränningstemperatur. Nackdelen med HCCI är att 
den är svår att kontrollera. Behovet av ett optimerat bränsleinsprutningssystem är 
avgörande för utformningen av en HCCI motor för att uppnå önskvärt och kontrollerbart 
resultat. 

 

Syftet med detta examensarbete var att utveckla och optimera 
bränsleinsprutningssystemet för en 2-takts, motkolvs bensinmotor och därmed fortsätta 
utvecklingen av motorn för att uppnå en stabil HCCI förbränning. 

 

Motorn och de komponenter som utgör bränsletillförseln analyserades med hjälp av 
experimentella och teoretiska metoder. Den matematiska ideala massan bränsle och 
den ideala insprutningsvinkeln bestämdes (när både insugs-och avgas portarna var 
stängda). Insprutningsfördröjning kontra ”electrical on-time” och spänningskänslighet 
bestämdes. Olika utformningar av deflektorn som används för att avleda bränsleflödet i 
sidled längs cylindern studerades, prototyper tillverkas och testades. Motorn kördes 
därefter med nya inställningar och ny deflektor och resultaten analyserades.  

 

Det visade sig att ”L-cut ”designen gav de bästa spray egenskaperna i denna situation. 
En ”L-cut” design med två inre tätningar gav den mest fördelaktiga sprayvinkeln och 
finfördelningen. En massekvation skapades som länkade den insprutade massan till 
”elektrical on-time” i ECUn med hänsyn till den varierande matningsspänningen. Genom 
att använda massekvationen och samtidigt ta hänsyn till fördröjningen kunde en ideal 
insprutningsvinkel hittas. Implementering av den nya deflektorn tillsammans med 
förbättrad insprutningsvinkel gjorde att motorn kunde köras jämnt med den teoretiska 



massan som krävs för λ = 1 vid 6000rpm, och samtidigt producera effekt om 0,28 kW. 
Det var en märkbar förbättring jämfört med tidigare motortester som krävde dubbla 
bränslemängden för stabil förbränning. 

 

Sammanfattningsvis erhölls data som gjorde förbättringarna av insprutningsvinkel och 
bränslekontrollen möjlig. Motorn kördes med mycket mer exakt insprutad bränslemassa 
och insprutningsvinkel. Deflektorn förbättrade finfördelningen och optimerade 
sprayvinkeln. De data som insamlas från tester och analyser kan implementeras i 
motorns ECU kod för automatiserad insprutningstidpunkt och bränsle massa. Detta har 
tillsammans med den förbättrade sprayprofilen bidragit till den fortsatta utvecklingen av 
motorn mot en stabil, effektiv HCCI förbränning.   
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Abstract 
 

HCCI combustion engines can provide high fuel efficiencies with low NOx emissions 
compared to SI and CI engines due to their lean combustion, high compression ratios 
and low combustion temperatures. The disadvantage of HCCI is that it is inherently 
difficult to control. The need for an optimized fuel injection system is crucial in the 
design of an HCCI engine to achieve desirable and controllable performance. 
 
The aim of this thesis was to develop and optimize the fuel injection system for a 2-
stroke, opposed piston gasoline engine thus continuing the development of the engine 
towards achieving stable HCCI combustion.  
 
The engine and the components that make up the fuel supply and injection system 
characteristics were analyzed using experimental and theoretical methods. The 
mathematical ideal mass of fuel and point of injection was found (when exhaust ports 
are closed). Injector delay, mass vs. electrical on-time and voltage sensitivity was found. 
Deflector designs used to divert the fuel flow laterally along the cylinder were studied 
and prototypes manufactured and tested. The engine was then run with new settings 
and deflector and the results analyzed. 
 
It was found that an L-cut design gave the best spray properties in this situation. An L-
cut design with two internal seals gave the most favorable spray angle and atomization. 
A mass equation was formed that linked the mass injected to on-time in the ECU with 
consideration of the varying supply voltage. Using this mass equation and taking into 
account the delay, an ideal injection point was found. Implementing the new deflector 
and with improved injection timing, the engine was able to run smoothly with the 
theoretical mass required for λ=1 at 6000rpm and produce 0.28 kW of power. This was 
a noticeable improvement over previous engine tests which required more fuel mass for 
stable combustion. 
 
In conclusion, information was gained which allowed improvement of the injection timing 
and fuel control. The engine was run with much more accurate masses of fuel injected 
and injection times. The deflector improved atomization and optimized the spray angle. 
The data gained from the tests and analysis can be implemented into the engines ECU 
code for automated injection timing and fuel mass. This, coupled with the improved 



spray profile has aided in the continuing development of the engine towards stable, 
efficient HCCI combustion. 
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1 Introduction 

With more and more stringent regulations imposed each year on efficiencies and emissions, 
it is now more important than ever to optimize the internal combustion engine. Whilst 
electric and hydrogen automobiles may be the highlight of the news, the simple truth of the 
matter is that almost every commercial land vehicle uses either a spark ignited or 
compression ignited engine. 

HCCI; homogeneous charge compression ignition can be thought of as a form of combustion 
that exhibits desirable traits from both SI and CI. Fuel is injected early in the compression 
stroke, like SI, and is ignited from compression heat, like a diesel engine. However, auto 
ignition of gasoline fuel rids the engine of the need for an electric discharge and a 
combustion flame, thus drastically reducing combustion temperatures and in turn reducing 
the issues of NOx emissions associated with both diesel and Otto engines. Since there are no 
rich zones in the charge, soot production is virtually eliminated. Higher compression ratios 
coupled with lean air to fuel mixtures gives extremely high efficiencies. 

The issues concerned with HCCI engines are mainly control of the auto ignition process. 
Since HCCI combustion has no spark plugs or injection controlled ignition to control the 
ignition event, the engine must be well tuned with controlled compression ratios and good 
fuel mixing.  

This project focuses on developing the fuel injection system for a 2-stroke, opposed piston, 
gasoline HCCI engine with variable compression ratio. The objectives were to optimize the 
timing of the injection, whilst also injecting a controlled amount of fuel and designing a 
method of diverting the fuel spray laterally along the cylinder for improved performance. 

The methods to improve the timing of injection include analysis of various fuel system 
components, including the injector itself. A combination of mathematical analysis of the 
engine and experimental data analysis are used to find the ideal timing for injection. The 
mass of fuel injected and its relationship to the ECU controlling the injector are studied via 
experimental methods and research is done into deflector designs with prototype 
manufacturing, testing and analysis. Research was done to improve the overall effectiveness 
of the fuel injection process, with focus on the spark ignition mode of the engine in the hope 
that improvements will lead to HCCI combustion. 
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2 Previous Work Done in This Field 

From within the KTH University, there has been a substantial amount of work done on this 
engine previously. Work from John and David Larsson (Larsson J. , 2009), (Larsson D. , 2008), 
covers the development of the engine that was used in this project. These works cover 
development of the test bench and inlcudes detailed descriptions of both engine assemblies 
and various sensor calibrations.  

The exhaust system for the engine has been tuned and tested for optimized gas exchange. 
This work was also conducted at KTH by Javier Marti  (Marti, 2010). This work also covers 
some preliminary work on fuel injection systems. Both port and direct injection systems 
were investigated to some extent. Initial designs for deflectors were also made although no 
conclusive results were made. 

Miyajim et al (Ayumu Miyajima, 2000) investigated the effects of nozzle geometry on spray 
deflection. They discovered that an L-cut design to be effective in controlling spray angles. 
The control of the spray angle is also controlled with the fuel pressure. 

D.van Erp (Erp, 2009) found that spray penetration is largely influenced orifice size of the 
injector. Spray penetration is also influenced by fuel pressure, however, at short injection 
times they are not influenced by fuel pressures more than 400 bar. Increasing fuel 
temperature also slightly decreases spray penetration distance. 
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3 Materials and Equipment 

Within the test cell in which all testing and experimental procedures were carried out, there 
was a huge range of equipment used. To discuss each component in detail would in itself 
merit its own report, so only the main components of the laboratory and the engine are 
discussed in this report. 

3.1 The Engine 

The engine used in this project was a prototype gasoline, 2-stroke, opposed piston engine 
designed and built at KTH, as can be seen in Figure 1 below. The engine was capable of both 
spark ignition and homogeneous charge compression ignition. The fuel was injected directly 
into the combustion chamber during the compression stroke. The cylinder volume was 50 
cm3. The most interesting feature about the engine was the ability to control its HCCI 
combustion transition from SI combustion by changing its compression ratio whilst running. 
The pistons’ crank angles were run out of phase and the phasing could be altered while the 
engine was running to increase or decrease the compression ratio. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1: Front view of engine 
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From Figure 2, one can see the internals of the block with the crankshafts and pistons. The 
phase regulator controls how much the inlet crank shaft (left) lags behind the exhaust 
crankshaft (right). At 0° phase, the pistons moved symmetrically together and produce the 
biggest compression ratio. 

3.1.1 Block and Ports 

 

 

 

Figure 3, shows the position of the intake and exhaust ports in relation where the 
crankshafts are situated. 

 

 

 

Injector Port 

Figure 2: Internal view of engine 

Figure 3: Engine Block- cross section, intake ports on the left hand side 
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Figure 4 shows the difference in size between the two types of ports. The exhaust ports are 
larger in area. There a 5 intake ports and 4 exhaust ports. 

The injector port position is directly above the intake ports. The exhaust port always opens 
first, because the intake piston is lagging, allowing the exhaust gases to leave before the 
intake port is open allowing fresh air to enter. This engine also has to ability to close the 
exhaust port much earlier than standard 2-strokes due to its phasing capabilities. 

  

Intake Side 
Exhaust Side 

Figure 4: Engine block- front view 
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3.2 Test Cell 

3.2.1 Hardware 

 

A PIC microcontroller acts as the engines ECU. ECU 
settings can be loaded onto its memory that control 
injection angle relative to crank angle, injection time 
(length of injection pulse) and ignition angle. The ECU also 
feeds back data to the connected PC for analysis and to 
itself for iterative processes such as injection angles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The starter motor turns the engine over at around 
4700rpm for starting the engine. 

  

Figure 5: Box containing engine 
ECU 

Figure 6: Starter motor 
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The brake, (Figure 7), is indirectly connected to the 
engines crank shaft via tooth belt. It is controlled by the 
test cell computer and controls the speed of the engine. 
It is connected to a torque sensor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fuel injection system consists of three major 
components; a low pressure fuel pump, a high pressure 
fuel pump and a fuel injector. 

The electric low pressure pump (Figure 8) pumps fuel 
from the fuel tank and supplies the high pressure fuel 
pump. It gives around 3-4 bar. 

  

Figure 7: Engine brake 

Figure 8: Electric low pressure fuel 
pump 
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The high pressure pump, Figure 10, then pumps fuel 
along steel braided hose lines to the fuel injector. It is 
regulated at 50 bars. 

It is driven mechanical by a household drill Figure 9, 
which is controlled by cells computer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Drill for HP pump 
Figure 10: High pressure fuel pump 

Figure 11: Mitsubishi fuel injector 
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Fresh air is delivered to intake ports at above atmospheric and temperature. Compressed air 
is fed into an adjustable pressure regulator, Figure 12 which is then fed to a heater, Figure 
13, and then to the intake port. 

 

The air heater is controlled by the cells computer. The output temperature of the air can be 
varied. The air heater allowed for more control over the parameters that affect HCCI 
combustion, one of them being intake air temperature. 

 

During the course of the project, 2 different 
sources of electricity used to power components 
such as injector, ignition and ECU were used. 
Both were DC sources. 

The original source was a heavy duty Scania 12 
volt battery seen in Figure 14. 

To find the supply voltage sensitivity, supply was 
changed to a variable supply voltage with an 
output capable of 30 amperes, Figure 15. 

  

Figure 12: Air regulator valve Figure 13: Air heater 

Figure 14: Scania battery 

Figure 15: Variable voltage supply 
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3.2.2 Software 

Two software programs were used to control, start, stop and log data from the engine and 
its components. Cell4 controls the test cell and ecoCtrl communicates with the engine ECU. 
Both programs were written in house and developed by Professor Hans-Erik Ångström. 

3.2.2.1 Cell4 

Cell4 presents and logs signal output from a range of sensors inside the cell including; Hall 
sensors which measure the position of the wheels and therefore engine speed, various 
temperature sensors both in and outside the engine, intake pressure, torque and power 
output. 

It is also used to control relay switches inside the cell which can switch on and off 
components such as; starter motor, low and high pressure fuel pumps and oil pumps. 

It also has regulators built into to automatically switch off the engine at low fuel levels in the 
tank, control air intake temperature and control the speed via the brake. 

 

  Figure 16: Cell4 screen shot 
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3.2.2.2 ecoCtrl 

ecoCtrl is connected to the ECU of the engine. It also has the ability to log and present 
signals from the engine (although many fewer than Cell4). It can load ECU data onto the 
engines ECU and can also change parameters in small increments in real time, such as 
ignition angle or injection time. It can change the set value of the phase mechanism also. The 
ECU also feeds back data from the engine to the ecoCtrl software. Many of the parameters 
controlling the engine are iterated, such as phase angle and injection pulse timing. The 
previous cycle is analysed by the computer and the next cycle is adjusted accordingly. 

 

  

Figure 17: ecoCtrl screenshot 
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3.2.3 Hardware/Software Relations 

 

 

Figure 18: Hardware/software relationships 

Figure 18 shows the relationships between hardware components and the software of the 
test cell.  Cell4 and ecoCtrl both send and receive signals from hardware and sensors in the 
cell. Some hardware such as the compressed air supply are not controlled by software and is 
manually controlled, although they are still measured and logged by software. 
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4 Optimization of Fuel Injection System 

4.1 Engine Analysis 

To completely understand how an injection system should be implemented, it is first 
necessary to understand the engine in full. The engines ability to alter the phasing of the two 
pistons that oppose each other coupled with the fact it utilizes ports for its gas exchange 
make injection timing crucial. Changes in phase also change the mass of compressed air in 
the combustion chamber and the time when the ports are closed. Incorrect injection timing 
could see the fuel escape straight into the exhaust port, or hit off the side of the piston. 
Proper understanding of where the pistons are and how much air is in trapped will allow for 
good calibration of injection mass and timing. 

4.1.1 Piston Positions 

At zero phasing, both pistons are the same distance from their respective crank shaft at all 
times. They both reach TDC and BDC at the same time and they produce the highest 
compression ratio. However, the engine typically operates with the inlet crank 12-16° behind 
the exhaust crank. 

The distance of the exhaust piston pin from the center of the crank shaft is given by 
Heywood’s equation: 

          ( 
         )

 

     (4-1) 

 

Where  ,   and   are throw, conrod length and crank angle respectively. Therefore, the inlet 
piston position can be calculated by subtracting the phasing from the crank angle of the 
exhaust crank: 

             (   )  ( 
        (   ))

 

   (4-2) 

Where   is the angle that the inlet crank shaft lags the exhaust crank shaft by. 

Using these equations, the position of both pistons can be calculated for any crank angle at 
any phasing. 
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4.1.2 Phasing, Compression Ratios and Volumes 

Knowing the engine geometry and the position of both pistons, it is possible to calculate the 
trapped volume in the cylinder. 
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Figure 20: Cylinder diagram, exhaust TDC; 16° phasing 

 

A code was written in MATLAB that calculates the volume in the cylinder for 360° of crank 
angle for 30 different phase angles based on basic geometry of the engine (see Figure 21). 
The code also produced the first crank angle of the exhaust crank where both ports were 
closed; the corresponding volume associated with this angle was considered as the trapped 
volume. 

 

 

 

 

 

Direction of rotation 
of intake crank (left) 

Direction of rotation 
of exhaust crank 
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Compression ratio is defined as (Heywood, 1988): 

 

   
     

  
 
                       

                       
   (4-3) 

 

However, since ports are used in this engine, a modified version of this equation is used: 

   
                               

                       
   (4-4) 

Where trapped volume is defined as the volume of air trapped when both exhaust and inlet 
ports are covered by their respective pistons. 

  

Figure 21: Ports closing MATLAB code 
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Knowing the compression ratio at all phases is crucial for understanding how to control HCCI 
combustion. Using the equations for the piston positions, MATLAB was used to calculate the 
trapped maximum and minimum volumes for all phases (Figure 22).  

 

  

Figure 22: Compression ratios over different phases 
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4.1.3 Ideal Fuel Mass 

The most common way of measuring the air to fuel ratio of an engine is by measuring the 
amount of oxygen in the exhaust gases. The sensor is normally mounted in the exhaust in 4-
stroke engines. This method is not so useful for conventional 2-stroke engines as unburnt 
fuel normally finds its way in the exhaust due to the scavenging process, giving fales results.  
However, it is useful to know the mass of fuel required from the trapped volume in the 
combustion chamber. The point of the HCCI engine is to achieve extremely high efficiency. 
One way of achieving this is to run the engine with high λ values. The mass of fuel required 
was calculated from the trapped volumes that MATLAB produced. λ is given by; 

  
   

          
     (4-5) 

Stoichiometric combustion occurs at around 14.7:1 air to fuel ratio (Bosch, 2007). Using the 
ideal gas law: 

   
 

 
       

      (4-6) 

Where P, V, m, M, R and T are pressure, volume, mass of air, mols of air, the universal gas 
constant and temperature respectively. 

Rearranged gives: 

  
   

  
      (4-7) 

A range of fuel masses was calculated for different phases and different λ values. 

 

                
           

    
   (4-8) 
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Since the intake temperature on the engine could also be modified, the mass of trapped air 
for a range of temperatures was also calculated for the different phases.  

 

  

Figure 23: Mass of air in cylinder vs. intake temperature, phase 16, both ports closed, 
intake crank angle 102° before TDC. 
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4.1.4 Port Profiles 

It is important to understand the profile of the ports throughout the full crank angle cycle. 
Intake and exhaust ports have different sizes and therefor positions. Phasing affects the 
overlap of the opening and closing times. It is also useful to know how much of the port is 
open at any one time to optimize the injection process. 

MATLAB was used to plot the profiles of the ports for different phases, see Figure 24.  

 

  

Figure 24: Port profiles; 16° phasing 
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4.2 Injector Testing 

To develop the fuel injection system fully, the characteristics of the equipment at hand 
should be fully understood, most importantly, the fuel mass flow characteristics of the 
injector and its relationship to the computer that controls it. The injector used was a 
Mitsubishi/Volvo E7T05071 (Figure 25), normally installed on Mitsubishi 1.8GDi Carisma 
engines. Fuel was supplied by a Mitsubishi Carisma GDi MD369885 E3T10771 mechanical 
fuel pump (Figure 26) capable of providing fuel at 65 bar, however, the fuel was regulated at 
constant 50 bar. The injector was controlled by the ecoCtrl computer.   

 

4.2.1 Mass Testing 

As the injector is normally implemented in a 1.8 liter engine, it was unclear as to how well it 
could inject much smaller volumes of fuel. Injection times would have to be dramatically 
reduced from its normal operating conditions and the injector was tested to prove it could 
work consistently at the new operating conditions. Verification was done to see if such small 
injections were possible and how consistent they were. 

 

  

Figure 26: Mitsubishi injector 
Figure 25: Mitsubishi fuel pump 
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A test rig was built in-house so that the injector could be removed from the engine and 
inject directly into a container that could be used to weigh the fuel decanted. The rig used a 
removable glass bottle that could be weighed (Figure 27). 

 

 

 

To determine if the injector was capable of handling such short injection times, 2 small mass 
verification tests were conducted. The injector was tested with a sweep of injection times 
from 0.1 ms to 10 ms by setting the ecoCtrl computer to toggle injection pulses every 10ms 
for 0.1 to 5 ms and every 50 ms for 5 ms to 10 ms. The bottle was weighed on scales 
accurate to 0.01 g before and after each setting. The tests were run for approximately 60 s 
and the number of toggles was noted. Test 1 ran a sweep of 0.1 ms to 10 ms and test 2 
focused closely on a range from 0.5 ms to 0.95 ms. 

 

The amount of fuel per injection was then calculated for injection time setting by dividing 
the mass of fuel by the number of toggles: 

 

                   
                     

                 
   (4-9) 

 

Figure 27: Test rig mid spray 
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The mass of fuel per injection was then plotted for all injection times. A linear line in these 
graphs would prove that the mass of fuel injected can be accurately controlled over a range 
of 0.1ms to 10ms, see Figure 29. 

4.2.1.1 Mass Equation 

Using the data from the small mass verification tests, it was possible to understand the 
relationship between mass per injection and the pulse time. 

Data from both small mass verification tests were plotted in MATLAB and using the built in 
Basic Fit linear tool, an equation was extracted that relates the pulse time required for a 
particular mass. 

 

 

From the example graph above, it can be seen the equation is of the form: 

      (    )     4-10 

Where   is the gradient of the best fit line produced by MATLAB and   is the time of the 
ecoCtrl injection pulse.    is theoretical time pulse for 0 mass (i.e. x- intercept). 

 

The equation can be rearranged to give: 

  
    

 
        4-11 

A range of masses for different λ values was calculated and put into the equation 4.11 to 
give the relevant times for injection. 

Figure 28: Mass of fuel vs injection pulse time 
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During the progress of the project, it was discovered that the Mitsubishi injector had slight 
variations in its flow characteristics at different supply voltages. Since the injections times 
were so small, it quickly became apparent that it was important to understand how the 
supply voltage affects the injection. 

The Scania battery was removed and a variable supply voltage was wired in its place. The 
variable supply produced a stable voltage despite the current that was drawn from it. This 
allowed for tests over a range of voltages. 

 

Varied Supply Voltage 

The small mass tests were run again, although over a smaller time scale (0.75ms to 1ms), 
and over a sweep of supply voltages from 12-14volts. This was considered a typical range for 
a car battery to produce. 

 

Figure 29: Mass vs. supply voltage; 1 ms injections 

Referring to Figure 29, it is apparent that supply voltage has a large influence on how much 
fuel is injected for very small injections such as 1 ms or smaller. The graph above illustrates 
the variation of mass injected despite keeping the injection pulse constant (1 ms).  

It is crucial to understand how much fuel enters the engine, and therefore the equation 4-11 
must be altered to allow for the voltage sensitivity of the injector. 
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In order to quantify the voltage sensitivity, the plots for small mass tests for all the tested 
voltages were analyzed. 

 

Figure 30: Mass-time plots for 5 different supply voltages 

From the Figure 30, it can be seen that the mass is affected by the voltage, but it does not 
affect the linearity of the mass vs. pulse time relationship. A change in voltage simply shifts 
the line up or down in the graph.   

It is therefore assumed that the equation for the mass is of the form: 

      ( )   ( )     (4-12) 

Where   and   are functions of time and voltage respectively therefore     ( ) 

Assuming the function of time is linear, as can be seen from Figure 31. The equation looks 
like so: 

   (   ( ))     (4-13) 

Where   is a constant. 
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The 12V plot was ignored, since the supply seems so low that it gives erratic results with 
little consistency. The gradients of the 12.5-14 volts plots were then averaged to give a value 
for  . 

To find the function  ( ), the plots of the 4 remaining voltages were analyzed using 
MATLAB’s polyfit function. This produced the linear equations of the lines. The y-intercepts 
of all the polyfit plots were then plotted against the input voltages (12.5-14 volts). MATLAB’s 
quadratic Basic Fit Tool was used to produce a linear equation for the function  ( ). The 
function gives the relationship between voltage and the shift up or down it has on the linear 
mass and time plot.  

 

 

 

 

 ( ) is therefore of the form: 

 ( )           (4-14) 

Where  ,   and   are constants. 

Substituting eqn 4.14 into eqn 4.13 gives: 

      (  (    ))    (4-15) 
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Figure 31: Linear fit of y-inercepts 
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The final mass equation is given by: 

 

           (              )   (4-16) 

 

See appendix 8.2 for MATLAB code that calculates the voltage sensitivity.   
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4.2.2 Delay Testing 

 

Another crucial characteristic of the injector and computer setup is the delay between the 
pulse the computer sends out, and the true start and end of spray. Knowing the delay 
between the start of the injection pulse and the spray propagation from the nozzle tip allows 
the pulse to be repositioned correctly in the crank angle to ensure injections occur at the 
correct time. An extremely high speed camera at 30,000 frames per second was used to film 
the spray from the start of the pulse signal. The delays were calculated from the films. 

 

The spray begins at the sudden increase of the voltage across the injector and ends with the 
sudden fall of voltage. The measured pulse shows a drop, Figure 32, because one end of the 
injector coil is grounded to create a P.D. Therefore, the start of injection is represented by a 
drop in voltage when measured from the injector coil, the end of pulse is marked by a 
sudden rise in voltage. There is, however, a short delay between the rise and fall of the pulse 
and the beginning and end of the spray. The camera was triggered by the jump in voltage 
and filmed the events that occurred afterwards. The camera produced a time stamp on the 
videos which indicates the time elapsed after the injection (voltage jump). By comparing the 
time logs of the ecoCtrl pulse and the film of the camera it is possible to determine the 
delays of the flow. 

Figure 32: Injection pulse, engine in operation. 
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Figure 34: Close up of Figure 33 

Figure 33: Spray emerging from 
the nozzle. 
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Figure 35: 0.83 ms injection toggles 

Figure 36: 0.83 ms injection pulse 
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Analysis of the camera results allowed the delay time to be calculated and when viewed on a 
graph with an injection pulse, it was apparent how important this was to fully understand, 
Figure 36. Note the start of the injection is not related the voltage pulse after the sudden 
jump. 

 

 

 

The time for the nozzle to stop releasing spray was also analyzed. This data coupled with the 
delay time, allowed comparison between the electrical on-time and the real on-time for the 
spray. The end of the spray was considered as the first image to show a gap between the 
nozzle tip and the main body of the spray as can be seen in Figure 37. 

Analysis of the spray start and end time and the on-time in relation to the electrical on and 
off time allowed for a full understanding of when the spray occurs in the combustion 
chamber and therefore could be implemented in the engine’s ECU to ensure correct timing 
of injections. 

  

Figure 37: End of spray 
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Figure 38: Delays and durations of spray 

 

Figure 38 shows how the delay time to start and delay time from end was calculated. The 
blue arrow represents the time required for spray to emerge after the voltage jump (trigger). 
The purple arrow shows the time between pulse end (voltage drop) and injection end. The 
green arrow represents the real spray duration. 
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4.3 Deflector Design 

Because of the geometric shape of the engine, traditional fuel injection positions within the 
cylinder head were not possible. The fuel injector could not be mounted facing towards any 
piston because of the opposed piston design. Therefore it was only possible to position the 
GDi injector between the two pistons. This design had some issues however; namely that the 
fuel would spray directly towards the walls of the combustion chamber. This wall-wetting 
was undesirable for good, clean combustion. The only way to avoid this was to divert the 
fuel flow laterally across the combustion chamber. The injector was mounted in line with the 
inlet ports and was mounted directly into a deflector designed and manufactured at KTH. 
The aim was to divert the spray of fuel laterally whilst maintaining good atomization and 
short penetration distances. 

 

 

Figure 39 shows the ideal fuel direction into the cylinder from the injector.  

Figure 39: Ideal fuel direction in cylinder 
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4.3.1 Design concept 

The basic design concept was to design a small deflector that fits over the injector nozzle and 
into the engine block that diverts the spray towards the exhaust port. 

 

 

 

Referring to Figure 40, the deflector sits in a specially made slot within the block in line with 
the inlet ports. The injector then bolts directly onto to the block with the nozzle inserted into 
the deflector. 

 

4.3.2 Materials and Manufacture 

The designs were based on previous deflectors that were manufactured by technicians at 
KTH. These designs were identical to the “Initial Design”. The designs were first drawn on the 
3D CAD software Solid Edge, which produced engineering drawings. 

The deflectors were made from Aluminium and were manufactured in the KTH Internal 
Combustion Engines workshop using milling, drilling and lathe machines by Bengt Aronsson. 

 

  

Figure 40: Block cross section 
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4.3.3 Prototype Testing 

The deflectors were not directly tested in the engine. It was important to first see the sprays 
they produced clearly and analyse them to further improve on future designs. An optical 
mock cylinder was made (Figure 41). This test rig has identical geometric properties to the 
combustion chamber and injection port. The injector and prototype deflectors were 
mounted in the optical test rig with mock pistons positioned where the ports would close. 
The injection was filmed with the high speed camera and the sprays analysed. Timing and 
spray angle could be analysed from the results as well a general look at the atomization 
quality. 

 

 

The final design of the deflector was also tested to quantify the amount of delay it added to 
the injector. The method used here was identical to chapter 4.2.2. The camera timing was 
compared against the injection pulse time log and the delay and spray time was fully 
analyzed.  

  

Figure 41: Deflector test rig 
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4.3.4 Design Process 

4.3.4.1 Initial Design 

The first design that was manufactured utilised a simple over-the-nozzle fit with a 45° 1mm 
hole drilled from the edge to the injector nozzle. It mimicked designs that were made 
previously by technicians at KTH. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42: Initial Deflector 

Figure 43: Initial Deflector CAD drawing 
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The design also used a 45° tapered cut where the hole ended to aid spray angle (Figure 44). 

The concept behind the design was very simple and was used a base point for research and 
development. Fuel would flow down into the deflector and through the 1mm diameter hole 
drilled at 45° to the x-axis of the engine block. Fuel would exit the deflector at an inclined 
angle into the combustion chamber. 

See appendix 8.1.1 for engineering drawing. 

 

  

Figure 44: Drawing of deflector 1, hole diameter 1 mm 
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4.3.4.2 2nd Design 

After the initial design, it was decided that the deflector would be more effective if it was 
designed as more of a nozzle type design. The idea behind this was that 2 nozzles in series 
would produce a more desirable spray atomization and penetration distance. To adapt the 
design to a more nozzle-like configuration, a much smaller orifice diameter for the deflector 
would be required.  

A new mechanism for diverting the flow based on literature research (Ayumu Miyajima, 
2000) was also designed. After initial tests with the previous design, it was thought there to 
be large frictional losses between the nozzle tip of the injector and the “bend” where the 
fuel changes direction (via the 45° degree hole). A new, straight hole deflector was designed 
which reduced the frictional losses between the nozzle tip and edge of the deflector. 

 

 

In Figure 45, the red arrows represent the flow at the speed at which it leaves the injector 
needle. It is assumed it encounters large frictional losses when it reaches the sudden change 
of direction at the deflector hole. The yellow arrow represents the flow slowing down as a 
result of the frictional losses. The flow then leaves the deflector at a lower speed and 
pressure, represented by the green arrow. 

 

Figure 45: Friction losses in deflector 1 
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The new, straight hole design provides a straight path from the injector nozzle to the 
deflector thus reducing frictional losses and maintaining high fuel speeds and pressures 
within the deflector (Figure 46). 

 

  

Figure 46: Fuel flow in deflector 2 
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Flow Diversion 

The idea of the 2nd deflector design was to create a nozzle to put in series with the injector 
nozzle. There has been some research into nozzle geometry concerning the control of spray 
patterns. A simple L-shape nozzle tip can create “inclined-hollow-cone spray patterns 
because of the asymmetric shapes at the tip of the orifice”. The amount of incline produced 
can be controlled by the ratio of orifice diameter and orifice depth (Ayumu Miyajima, 2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

An L-cut design was utilised with a much smaller hole than that of the previous design 
(0.2mm diameter).  

See appendix 8.1.2 for engineering drawing. 

Figure 47: L-cut design with spray 
deflection (Ayumu Miyajima, 
2000) 

Figure 48: L-cut 
design geometry 
(Ayumu Miyajima, 
2000) 
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Figure 49: 2nd deflector design in 3D 
CAD software 

Figure 50: Second deflector manufactured 

Figure 51: Deflector 2 drawing, 0.2 mm hole 
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4.3.4.3 Final Design 

To prevent leakage, the 2nd prototype of the deflector design, O-ring seals were added to 
both the inner and outer parts of the deflector. The idea was to create the smallest possible 
volume between the injector nozzle and the inside of the deflector. This would lower the 
chances of air pockets and limit the delay times. The addition of 2 O-rings inside the 
deflector created a better seal between the injector tip and the body of the deflector. The 
upper flange of the deflector was increased in length to accommodate the new seals. A 
further O-ring was added later on the outside of the deflector to create a good seal between 
the engine block and deflector.  

 

Figure 52: Final design 3D CAD representation 

 

Referring to Figure 52, the blue outline represents the X,Z cross section of the piece. The 
Figure clearly shows the added height to the upper flange and the 2 cut-outs for the internal 
O-rings as can also be seen in Figure 54. 

See appendix 8.1.3 for engineering drawing. 

Figure 53: Final design after 
manufacturing 
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Figure 54: Final design drawing, deflector with O-ring groove, hole diameter 0.2 mm 
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5 Results and Discussion 

5.1 Deflector Spray Analysis 

5.1.1 Initial Deflector 

 

Deflector 1 showed a deflection angle of 43° from the normal (Figure 56), indicated by the 
blue line. The spray reached the piston at 47mm from the injector port (port closing position 
at 16° phasing) at 10ms after the pulse. The flow travelled at roughly 5.3 m/s. The spray is 
contained in the black line in Figure 56. 

The deflection angle was lower than desired (roughly 75° to hit the centre of the piston). 
From the areas marked in red in Figure 55, it can be seen that the flow is made up of large 
droplets of fuel. There is little atomization and the flow of fuel travels very slowly from the 
deflector. The mass of fuel sprayed into the cylinder is unaffected by the deflector, only the 
spray atomization profile and spray duration have changed. The spray duration has 
dramatically increased. 

The thin spray made up large droplets of fuel is undesirable for combustion. The slow flow 
speed and long flow duration are also undesirable aspects of the spray the deflector 
produced. Long spray durations will cause problems when the piston covers the injector port 
whilst there is still fuel spraying from the deflector. The quicker the fuel is injected, the more 
time is has to mix with the air to become a homogeneous mixture which makes HCCI 
combustion possible. Increased atomization of the fuel also increased its mixing properties. 

Figure 55: Initial deflector spray 
Figure 56: Initial deflector spray angle and penetration 
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The blue line indicates the spray angle, although the fuel seems move both in a X-Y plane 
and also moves as a whole in the X direction, hence the spray is some distance from blue 
line, although it is parallel.  

It is thought the issues with angle and atomization in this deflector are cause by two 
parameters within the deflector design; 

 Poor deflection mechanism 

 Large orifice 

There was considered to be substantial frictional losses in the way the deflector changed the 
direction of the flow (as discussed in chapter 4.3.4). A straight hole design would decrease 
these losses and improve the spray profile. 

The 1 mm orifice was around 10 times the size of the original nozzle hole. This, coupled with 
the poor method of changing flow direction was thought to cause the problems discussed 
above. 
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5.1.2 2nd Deflector 

 

Deflector 2 produces a 64° deflection angle spray which reached the piston 3.3 ms after the 
injection pulse (Figure 58). The spray travels at approximately 21 m/s. The spray contained in 
the black line in Figure 58. 

The areas marked in red in Figure 57 show the spray development from 2 ms to 3.5 ms.  It is 
apparent that after 2 ms there is considerably more fuel in the combustion chamber than in 
the same image from the 1st deflector, Figure 55. This indicates that the delay time that the 
deflector adds to the injector spray has been reduced with the new deflector. When 
comparing the areas marked in red from deflectors 1 and 2, deflector 2 shows a faster 
propagation into the cylinder.  

The spray angle has been improved from 43° to 64° and the time to reach the piston has 
been reduced by 7.3 ms to just 3.3 ms. This means the fuel spray propagates into the 
cylinder (hitting the piston) 144° earlier in the crank angle stroke at 6000 rpm. 

Atomization of the fuel is still poor, and a thin fuel spray made up of large droplets is 
observed in Figure 58. 

Lower fuel spray durations and a more desirable spray angle are noticeable improvements 
from deflector 1, however, there is little, if any, improvement on the atomization of the fuel. 

It is thought that leakages between the nozzle of the injector and the deflector body cause 
pressure losses and therefore slow the fuel down inside the deflector. This speed decrease 
causes the fuel to leave the deflector orifice as droplets rather than as vapour. It is thought 
improved sealing, therefore decreasing the volume between nozzle and deflector body, will 
maintain high pressures and allow better atomization. 

Figure 57: Deflector 2 spray 

Figure 58: Deflector 2 spray angle and penetration 
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5.1.3 Final Design 

 

The final deflector design produced a spray with a 59° deflection angle which reached the 
piston 3.9 ms after the injection pulse. The spray travels at approximately 16.83 m/s. The 
spray is contained in the black line in Figure 60. 

The areas marked in red, Figure 59, when compared with the deflectors 1 and 2, show a 
much broader spray profile, filling more of the cylinder. The speed at which the spray enters 
the cylinder is similar to deflector 2. 

The spray deflection is slightly less, 5°, than the second deflector. 

The spray atomization is greatly improved upon. The last picture of Figure 60 shows how the 
spray fills the combustion chamber whilst avoiding wall wetting.  

Comparing the last picture of Figure 59 with Figure 60, it is clear that spray does not extend 
much beyond the distance at 3.519 ms. This indicates the spray’s full penetration length is 
short enough to be contained within the combustion chamber. This short penetration 
distance is due to the improved atomization of the fuel. Having a penetration distance less 
than the length of the cylinder lowers the chances of wall wetting and therefore improves 
combustibility. This is an important improvement for potential HCCI combustion 
investigations in the future as combustion depends entirely on the fuel’s ability at being able 
to self-ignite. Compression ignition requires a good fuel to air mixture which only occurs if 
the full is atomized well. 

Since the atomization is much improved upon, the dual internal O-ring seal design was 
considered successful at maintaining pressure between the fuel injector and deflector. 

Figure 49: Final design spray 
Figure 60: Final design spray angle and penetration 
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The spray angle is not perfectly ideal. No tests were performed on deflectors of this design 
with different geometries, specifically the height of the L-shaped cut. A higher cut away gives 
an increased spray angle. A spray angle of around 75° would see the fuel directed at the 
centre of the piston head for most phase angles, thus further reducing wall wetting. To 
quantify how the size of the L-shaped cut affects the angle, multiple deflectors of the same 
dual internal seal design would need to be made and tested in the same way. 

5.1.3.1 Common Problems 

One common problem associated with all the deflectors tested in this project was that on 
the first few injections, there was erratic fuel sprays. Long delay times and poor atomization 
coupled with low angles of deflection were the result of the empty volumes that remained 
between the injector and deflector body. Even with the dual seal design, 10 or so injections 
were required before the volume “filled up” with fuel and consistent sprays were seen. 
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5.2 Theoretical Fuel Masses 

Using the trapped volumes found by plotting the piston positions in MATLAB, the required 
fuel mass for a range of λ values from 0.5 (rich) to 2 (lean) were calculated using the 
equations discussed in Chapter 4.1.3. 

 

 

 

The required mass per fuel injection for a range of λ values for 5 different phases (12° to 16°) 
is plotted in Figure 61. The difference in mass between phases was considered negligible. For 
example, the difference in mass required for λ=1 between 12 and 16° is 0.13 mg. 
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Figure 61: Fuel masses for different lambdas 
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Figure 62: Pulse times required for λ range 0.5 to 2, 14V supply, 16° phasing 

 

Figure 62 shows the curve that compares pulse time from the ECU to the relevant λ  value 
for a 16° phasing with a 14V supply. These values were calculated using the mass equation in 
Chapter 4.2.1.  
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5.3 Ideal Injection Point 

5.3.1 Delay Compensation 
 

Table 1: Delay quantification 

 

The injection pulse must be moved back in the crank angle to account for the delay. The 
delay is based on a 5 cycle analysis of time from pulse to emergence of spray from deflector 
tip. The cycle to cycle variation for the delays was less than 0.8% (Table 1). The average delay 
translated into crank angle degrees at 6000rpm is 38.2°. See Appendix 8.5 for images of the 
5 cycles that were analysed. 

 

It should be noted that the delay before the spray leaves the nozzle seems to be voltage 
independent. The delay remains constant throughout a wide range of voltages indicating the 
supply voltage affects the height that the needle raises when a pulse is supplied rather than 
the speed at which it does so. This height difference observed in the needle between supply 
voltages is thought to be the reason behind the varying mass at small injection times. 
Therefore, the position of the pulse in the crank angle does not depend on the supply 
voltage; only the time to inject the required mass is affected, which may cause the position 
to change (to avoid injecting onto piston). 

  

Cycle Number Delay [ms]

1 1.069 Average Delay [ms]= 1.0594

2 1.067 Stand Dev= 0.008212

3 1.058

4 1.046

5 1.057
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5.3.2 Positioning 

 

 

Table 2 shows the points closing for all the ports and the 
corrected injection start time considering the delay. For the 16° 
phasing used in the engine testing, the ideal time to start the 
injection pulse is -157.1° inlet crank angle, or 202.9° after TDC. 
This is visualized in Figure 64. 

  

Phase ° Inlet Closes ° Begin Toggle

0 -134.9 -173.1

1 -133.9 -172.1

2 -132.9 -171.1

3 -131.9 -170.1

4 -130.9 -169.1

5 -129.9 -168.1

6 -128.9 -167.1

7 -127.9 -166.1

8 -126.9 -165.1

9 -125.9 -164.1

10 -124.9 -163.1

11 -123.9 -162.1

12 -122.9 -161.1

13 -121.9 -160.1

14 -120.9 -159.1

15 -119.9 -158.1

16 -118.9 -157.1

17 -117.9 -156.1

18 -116.9 -155.1

19 -115.9 -154.1

20 -114.9 -153.1

21 -113.9 -152.1

22 -112.9 -151.1

23 -111.9 -150.1

24 -110.9 -149.1

25 -109.9 -148.1

26 -108.9 -147.1

27 -107.9 -146.1

28 -106.9 -145.1

29 -105.9 -144.1

30 -104.9 -143.1

Table 2: Correct pulse position 
for different phases 
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This is the ideal injection point (Figure 63); injection begins as soon as the ports close, 
allowing no fuel to escape and also allowing time to mix to a homogeneous charge. 
However, the position of the injector must be taken into account; any fuel sprayed when the 
injector is covered by the piston will not burn at the correct time (if at all) and will decrease 
performance. The piston reaches the injector at 135° before top dead centre (16° phasing). 
Therefore, the injection timing is dictated by the position of the injector port. The best 
possible injection start time is therefore 53° earlier in the crank angle at 171° before TDC. 

 

  

Figure 63: Ideal pulse start point 
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Figure 64 shows the best possible injection timing. Yellow indicates delay from electrical on 
signal, blue indicates the spray duration and the magenta coloured line indicates the end of 
the electrical pulse. Injection starts at -171° (relative to inlet crank TDC) with the intake port 
fully open and the exhaust port open by 265 mm2. Assuming spray duration of 1 ms, 
approximately 36° at 6000 rpm, the spray ends just as the piston reaches the injector port, at 
-135°. By the time the fuel reaches the exhaust port, it is fully closed, as can be deduced 
from the film results. Since fuel is deflected away from the intake, very little fuel escapes in 
this port. This is also aided by the fact there is an air flow into the cylinder from the intake 
port. To account for the delay, the electrical pulse should start a further 38.2° before the 
intended start of the spray. So for a λ=1 case for a 16° phasing, a 0.83 ms electrical pulse 
should start when the crank reaches -209°; the injection will start at -171° and end just as 
the piston starts to cover the injector at -135° (all in relation to air TDC).  

 

5.3.3 Spray Duration 

Knowing the real spray duration is important to make sure the entire fuel injection has 
happened before the piston covers the injector port.  

The spray duration with the deflector installed is somewhat difficult to determine. It is 
thought the majority of the fuel is sprayed in atomized form into the cylinder very quickly 
(within 1 ms). However, it is apparent from the films that there is a substantial amount of 
time where there are small amounts of fuel dribbling from the deflector orifice. This is 
considered unavoidable because of the drop in pressure caused by diverting the flow from 
the injector. It is thought that the amount of fuel that contributes to the dribble portion of 
the injection is much less that 10% of the total mass, perhaps somewhere in the 5% region. 

Figure 64: Best Possible Injection Point 

Electrical pulse begins 

Injection begins 

Injection ends 
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Some of this fuel enters the cylinder before the injector port is covered, but inevitably some 
of it dribbles onto the piston. To reduce this, a deflector with a smaller volume between 
injector nozzle and orifice exit should be manufactured. This would lower the pressure drop 
and therefore increase the amount of fuel atomized.  

5.4 Engine Test 

The engine was run with the new deflector installed and the fuel required for λ=1 
(theoretical value based on the mass equation). The engine produced 0.28 kW of power at a 
speed of 6000 rpm. Based on injection pulse signal analysis, the fuel required for 6000rpm 
operation was reduced from 13.48 mg per injection to 3.85 mg of fuel. However, at 13.48 mg 
of fuel with the old deflector, the engine was producing 2 kW of power. Attempts were 
made to increase the fuel mass slightly to test how powerful the engine was with the 
improvements. However, a mechanical failure in the brake that limits the engine’s speed 
meant that increasing the fuel allowed the engine to operate a dangerously high rpm. It was 
therefore unsafe to test the engine beyond a λ value of more than one. Analysis was done 
on 10 cycles of operation at 6000rpm with 3.85 mg of fuel injected. The phasing was a 
constant 16° and the supply voltage was a constant 14V. 

 

Figure 65: Pressure curve for 10 cycles 

Figure 65 above shows the pressure curves over 10 cycles. There appears to be large 

variations in cycle to cycle peak pressures, most likely due to misfires. It should be noted 

that large peaks of pressure occur occasionally in the combustion chamber (up to 100 bar). 

This may be down to a number of parameters. One theory is that unburnt fuel collects in 

places such as the walls and causes the engine to misfire. The next cycle however ignites all 

the fuel and causes an extreme pressure peak. This should be investigated further as this is 

damaging to the engine and causes unstable combustion.  

It was apparent that the fuel could be reduced, but it cannot be confirmed that the engine 

can produce the same power with less fuel due to the brake failure.  
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6 Conclusion and Future Work 

The aim of this project was to develop the fuel injection system for a 2-stroke, opposed 
piston, HCCI engine. The main issues raised in this thesis were the design of a suitable 
deflector to alter the direction of the fuel spray and to analyse the components that make 
up the fuel injection system so they could be fully understood and tuned accordingly. Using 
the knowledge from analysis of the engine and its accompanying components, coupled with 
a new deflector design, the aim was to improve the overall fuel injection so that the engine 
performance was improved and more controllable.  

Geometrical analysis was performed on the engine to determine the compression ratio over 
its range of phases. The trapped compression ratios were analysed so the combustion 
modes; spark ignition and homogeneous charge compression ignition could be controlled 
properly. The theoretical ideal fuel masses for different air to fuel ratios were also 
calculated. 

A deflector was designed through a 3 phase prototype design and testing process. The new 
deflector showed considerable improvements from previous designs for fuel spray angles, 
atomization and penetration distances. Improving these parameters directly improves the 
mixing of air and fuel to achieve a homogeneous charge which is essential for HCCI 
operation. 

The equipment used in the fuel injection was tested and analysed. Delays times between 
electrical signals and fuel injections were quantified as well as the sensitivity of the system 
to varying voltage supplies. Data was collected relating electrical signals from the computer 
to fuel masses from the injector, with consideration of voltage variables.  

The ideal position (crank angle) for injection was searched for. Settings for the engine ECU 
were found to achieve ideal injection points. 

The findings from this project are intended for further improvement of the HCCI engine. 
Implementing the findings for compression ratios, delays, fuel masses, voltage sensitivity 
and ideal injections points into the ECU should allow for smooth transition from stable SI to 
controllable HCCI combustion. HCCI advantages include super high efficiencies and low NOx 
and soot emissions.  

Overall, a greater understanding how to perfect the fuel injection process was gained. The 
new deflector design proved successful, although it does require some optimization. 

With the ever increasing strict legislations, the need for high efficiency, low emission engines 
that deliver the required power is now more important than ever. Hopefully this researched 
can be up scaled and a larger version of this engine can be reproduced, thus proving the 
clean, efficient 2-strokes can be engineered. 

The limitations of this project were mainly time based. It would have been desirable to 
create many more prototypes of deflector for testing and analysis as well as comprehensive 
engine testing to show power and efficiency improvements over development. 
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For future work, the long term goal should be to build a much larger version of the engine. 
This would hopefully give a useable power range for many applications. For the short term, 
the findings from this project should be implemented into the ECU’s code so that the engine 
controls its injection mass and timing automatically. The deflector should be re-made with 
some small adjustments and spray durations should be investigated more thoroughly.  
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8 Appendices 

8.1 Engineering Drawings 

8.1.1 Initial Design 

8.1.2 Second Design  
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8.1.3 Final Design 
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8.2 MATLAB code for Voltage Sensitivity 

clear all 

clc 

  

time=[0.75 0.875 1]; 

  

voltage1=[0 0.000558384 0.003426463]; 

voltage2=[8.08217E-05   0.001316852 0.004441891]; 

voltage3=[0.000414113   0.002798424 0.00492313]; 

voltage4=[0.000988372   0.003998676 0.005494953]; 

voltage5=[0.001861862   0.004520749 0.005951357]; 

  

  

%% 

p1 = polyfit(time,voltage1,1); 

p2 = polyfit(time,voltage2,1); 

p3 = polyfit(time,voltage3,1); 

p4 = polyfit(time,voltage4,1); 

p5 = polyfit(time,voltage5,1); 

  

z1=polyfit(voltage1,time,1); 

z2=polyfit(voltage2,time,1); 

z3=polyfit(voltage3,time,1); 

z4=polyfit(voltage4,time,1); 

z5=polyfit(voltage5,time,1); 

  

voltage1_plot = polyval(p1,time); 

voltage2_plot = polyval(p2,time); 

voltage3_plot = polyval(p3,time); 

voltage4_plot = polyval(p4,time); 
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voltage5_plot = polyval(p5,time); 

  

Figure(2) 

plot(time,voltage1_plot,'r') 

xlim([0.7 1]) 

grid 

title('Mass vs. Pulse Time for Different Supply Voltages') 

ylabel('Mass of Injection [grams]') 

xlabel('Pulse Time [ms]') 

hold on 

plot(time,voltage2_plot,'b') 

plot(time,voltage3_plot,'g') 

plot(time,voltage4_plot,'m') 

plot(time,voltage5_plot,'c') 

legend('12V','12.5V','13V','13.5V','14V') 

  

delay_1=polyval(z1,0) 

delay_2=polyval(z2,0) 

delay_3=polyval(z3,0) 

delay_4=polyval(z4,0) 

delay_5=polyval(z5,0) 

  

delays=[delay_1 delay_2 delay_3 delay_4 delay_5] 

  

%% 

voltages=[12 12.5 13 13.5 14]; 

  

Figure(3) 

plot(voltages,delays,'LineSmoothing','on','Color','b') 

grid on 

set(gca,'FontSize',14) 

title('How Voltage Affects Delay Time of Injection') 
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ylabel('Delay Time') 

xlabel('Voltage') 

  

Figure(4) 

input_voltages=[12.5 13 13.5 14]; 

consts=[p2(2) p3(2) p4(2) p5(2)]; 

plot(input_voltages,consts) 

xlabel('Supply Voltage [V]') 

ylabel('y-intercepts from polyfits') 

grid 

  

Figure(5)%%for 1ms injections only 

input_voltages_all=[12 12.5 13 13.5 14]; 

mass_1ms=[voltage1(3) voltage2(3) voltage3(3) voltage4(3) voltage5(3)]; 

plot(input_voltages_all,mass_1ms) 

xlabel('Supply Voltage [V]') 

ylabel('Mass Per Injection [g]') 

  

  

gradient=mean([p2(1) p3(1) p4(1) p5(1)]) 
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8.3 Mass Equation Accuracy 
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8.4 Quadratic Fit of Voltage Sensitivity 
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8.5 5 Cycles of Injection 

 

 


